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Experience weather like never before in your simulator!
FS Global Real Weather provides the most realistic simulation of real world weather 
conditions for Microsoft Flight Simulator 2004, FSX and Lockheed Martin's Prepar3D to 
date.  By  using many real-world  weather  sources  -  used by real  airlines  and flight 
planning tools every day - it creates believable, accurate real-world weather conditions 
with global coverage.

More than just converting METAR reports!
Real-Life weather is much more than just a collection of METAR reports. FS Global Real 
Weather provides an accurate simulation of the atmosphere, collecting thousands of 
records of real-world weather data to provide realistic conditions from the ground up 
to FL520!

Highly realistic winds, temperatures, icing and turbulence up to FL520!
FS Global Real Weather delivers accurate winds and temperatures from field elevation 
up to FL520 for the entire world. Our wind smoothing algorithm avoids nasty bugs in 
the FS2004, FSX and P3D weather engine and prevents unrealistic sudden wind shifts  
due to interpolation bugs in both simulators – no more overspeed crashes! Experience 
an accurate icing and turbulence simulation with global coverage.

Accurate cloud types and realistic cloud formations!
Our weather engine depicts accurate cloud types from real-world data sources (where 
available) and chooses them on a highly sophisticated atmospheric simulation model 
for areas not covered by real-world data. Have you ever found yourself standing in 
London Heathrow on a cold winters day looking up to a layer of big fat  cumulus  
clouds? Not in reality and not with FS Global Real Weather.!

Hurricanes, Tropical Cyclones and local weather phenomena!
FS Global Real  Weather provides accurate hurricane and tropical  cyclone depiction 
derived from real-world data. On top of this our weather engine also simulates local  
weather phenomena specific to certain airports or regions.

Compatible with FSX ATC and AI Traffic from take off to landing!
Our weather engine is fully compatible with FSX ATC and AI Traffic – no more manual 
resetting of AI traffic and planes taking off or landing in wrong directions.
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